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Summary of Results

 



The rapid meltin of sea-ice ii the Arctc  ceai could iicrease the accessibility aid chaine the 

prospects of resource developmeit aid tourism ii the most sparsely setled areas ii the Arctci 

Ii RCoiiected we asked: “how does the developmeit of extractve iidustries aid tourism 

iifueice socio-ecolonical dyiamics ii difereit reniois surrouidiin the Arctc  ceai”i  ur aim 

was to coitrast the socio-ecolonical dyiamics ii the more accessible aid ice-free areas ii the 

iortheri periphery of Europe with the more remote areas ii Arctc Russiaa Alaska aid Caiada 

(data from the Belmoit fuided C NNECT)i 

 

 

 

Highlights

 

 

 

 Arctic change. The past two decades have been a time of change in Arctic industries, but this 
change has been localized to a few areas. International, domestic and cruise tourism continues 
to increase across Iceland, Scandinavia, and southern Alaska, and looks to be starting to boom 
in the Canadian Arctic and Archangelsk, albeit from a very low base. Arctic waters around 
Iceland, Norway and western Russia are increasingly busy, and the distance sailed by shipping 
vessels has increased over the past 5 years. Despite attention on melting sea ice other Arctic 
waters remain relatively free from shipping. With the exception of western Russia where 
resource extraction continues to increase, the touted boom in mining and oil and gas exploration
and development is yet to be realized in the majority of the Arctic. Similarly, fisheries remain 
stable, and in most Arctic waters fish catches are a small proportion of their peak during the 
1950s (Runge et al., forthcoming).

 

 Broad-scale transitions have changed subsistence systems in the western Arctic. The status of 
fish- and wildlife resources largely depend on exogenous drivers such as climate- and previous 
industrial overharvest. On a broad scale, harvest has declined per capita, but commercialization 
of fish and wildlife resources, has in some cases created incentives to increase the harvest 
(Fauchald et al, IJC, 2017). 

 Arctc nreeiiin from warmiin has promoted decliies ii caribou populatoisi Thusa a nreeier 

Arctc seem to have detrimeital efect oi caribou populatoisi This is possibly due to a climate

iiduced venetatoi shif to iicreased cover of ioi-edible shrubs oi the Arctc tuidra 

(Fauchald et ali Sci Advi 2017)i

 Laid developmeit/use: Socioecoiomic developmeit is associated with more local laid use 

across the Arctci This pateri persists despite of larne renioial difereices (Ehrich et alia 2017)i

 Renioial difereices: Circumpolar reniois difer with respect to hinh populatoi deisitesa low 

iatural nrowth ratea aid low uiemploymeit (Russiaa Norway aid Icelaid) aid reniois with 

hinh uiemploymeit rate aid hinh iatural nrowth rate (maiily North Americai reniois) 



(Schmidt et alia 2015)i

 Tourism Fiie-scale mappiin of tourism from social media data (Flickr) combiied with 

automated imane aialysis (Goonle Cloud Visioi) iidicates that both the iiteisity aid the 

spatal footpriit of tourism oi Arctc ecosystems has expaided over the past 15 yearsi Nature 

is importait to Arctc touristsa with 95% of visitors photonraphiin some aspect of iaturei The 

majority of humai-iature iiteractois occur outside protected areasa aid tourists value a 

wide variety of taxa aid ecosystemsi (Ruine et alia forthcomiin)

 Scieice: Topic modelliin of web of scieice records (N=20 880) demoistrate that there are 

larne naps betweei scieice focusiin oi broad-scale traisitois aid drivers of Arctc chaine 

aid local case studies of socio-ecolonical dyiamics (Hausier & Rebich et alia forthcomiin)i

 Resource noveriaice: The iiuit subsisteice users ii North America neierally have a positve 

attitude to public iisttutoisa with the exceptoi of Churchill where the port aid a 

hydroelectric power plait have caused dissatsfactoi with the noveriiin iisttutoisi 

 rnaiizatois that deal with ssh aid wildlife issuesa have io lenal eiforcemeit rinhtsa aid that

were associated with Iidineious peoples were more trusted by the local resideits (Schmidt et 

alia 2018)i

 Wildlife co-maianemeit: The iicreased preseice of polar bears ii coastal villanes have caused

dissatsfactoi amoin subsisteice users ii Nuiavuta but these specisc attitudes towards polar 

bears do iot afect the support to the wildlife co-maianemeit system (Lokkei et alia 2018)i

 Laid teiure: Norweniai resideits neierally trust public iisttutoisa but there is neierally low 

trust to the iew laid teiure arrainemeit ii Norwaya the Fiiimark Estatei Resideits are iot 

dissatssed with specisc policiesa but lack of support is related to the perceptoi of the teiure 

as a Sámi iisttutoi (Broderstad et alia ii review)i

 Extractve iidustries:  ie of the assumptois ii the local resource curse theory predicts that 

extractve iidustries could erode relatoiships betweei locals aid public iisttutois over 

tmei We fouid that ii resource rich reniois ii Arctc Russiaa the resource curse could be 

couiteracted by the social beiests provided by compaiies or the noverimeiti We will iiclude

Norwaya Caiada aid Alaska ii our aialysis before submittiin the msi



 



 



Master and PhD-students involved in the project

 

Students have only been involved as assistants in the project. An intern has worked for 5 
months with the collection of data for the Arctic Change paper.

 

For the Management

 

In the western Arctic (Greenland, Canada, Alaska) food security, naturally declining 
populations and the permit to selling fish-and wildlife resources are among the most important 
governance challenges. In the western Arctic we find that harvest has declined the last 50 years.
One of the reasons for the decline is increased wage labor and importation of food. The harvest 
impact is generally low, but in several cases governance challenges aroused because of 
declining resources due to e.g., climate change or because of commercialization of the fish-and 
wildlife resources. Our study show how SES transitions fundamentally alter the governance 
challenges. In particular, Arctic warming is an intensifying exogenous driver that is threatening 
many important Arctic wildlife resources inflicting increased appropriation challenges to the 
governance of local harvest.

 

 
 

Extractive industries are relevant for several indigenous and remote communities in 
Russia. The academic literature is discussing whether the industry is a curse or a blessing 
for the local host communities. The resource curse build on two predictions i) the 
extractive industry could impact traditional livelihoods, reduce the welfare, and the 
economic productivity of local communities on the long run, and ii) resource governance 
may lose legitimacy due to the higher differences in welfare that industrial development 
may cause, where some elites will reap the benefits of industrial development while 
others are left with the costs. This will in turn erode trust in the government in charge. We
explored this latter assumption by comparing 14 different communities, and found that 
investments in community development by either the companies or the government 
(primarily local and regional) could in some cases counteract the resource curse and 
maintain local trust in government. In North America and Norway resource extraction has
less importance for the local attitudes to fish-and wildlife management.

 

 
 

Tourism booms are happening throughout the Artic. Scandinavian tourism numbers have 
leveled off since their boom starting a decade ago, but numbers in Iceland continue to 
rise. The Canadian Arctic and Archangelsk show the early signs of an upcoming tourism 
boom. Accessibility (road, air, sea) explains the distribution of visitors in the pan-Arctic 
region, with air access particularly important in winter. The inaccessibility of most Arctic 



protected areas means most touristed sites are outside protected areas, though protected 
areas are visited more than expected given their inaccessibility. Tourist value a wide 
variety of nature, particularly wilderness areas near water and mountains. The intensity 
and spatial footprint of tourism on natural environments has increased, presenting 
potential challenges for sustainable management. 41% of visitors photograph wildlife, 
though such photos make up a small proportion of their photographs. This suggests that 
there is an unmet opportunity for ecotourism that offers tourists the chance to interact 
with Arctic wildlife. Remote Arctic communities differs significantly from the European 
Arctic, and it is important to avoid causing tourism dependency that could stifle 
diversification, threaten the resilience of rural communities and create boom-and bust 
SES dynamics.
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Interdisciplinary Cooperation

 

Interdisciplinary cooperation benefit from using models/theories for answering interdisciplinary
research questions  An “agreed upon” design is also preferable. We have developed conceptual 
models of SES dynamics (Fauchald et al., 2017 Kidd et al., in review; Hausner et al.) that has 
guided our work in RConnected/Connect that are cross-disciplinary. Pan-Arctic synthesis of 
SES is challenging as datasets across countries are not always comparable and interpretation 
need to be based on a broad range of expertise. To address some of the challenges we used 
quasi-experimental designs for data collection and remote sensing (Ehrich et al., 2017, Hausner 



et al., Schmidt et al., 2018). A wide range of expertise has been involved in 
CONNECT/RCONNECTED including ecologists, economic geographers, anthropologists, 
political scientists, and people skilled in biostatistics and sustainable science. 

 

Budget in accordance to results

 

The funding from the FRAM Centre allowed us to combine funding from CONNECT and 
MIKON to examine drivers of arctic change and to use new approaches to analyze tourism and 
ecosystem services at pan-Arctic scale (Runge et al in prep). In RConnected we have coupled 
new layers of data with our existing databases. Topic modelling, socioeconomic data on 
accessibility, tourism, extractive industries, and costs of travelling/transporting goods to the 
Arctic are datalayers that could be added as a result of RCONNECTED. Funding from the 
FRAM centre also provides extra incentives for university researchers to focus on issues of 
relevance for MIKON; that is, to prioritize research on industrial development.

 

Could results from the project be subject for any commercial utilization
No

Conclusions

 

While human activities are expected to increase in the Arctic, our results show that increased 
shipping, tourism and resource extractions are localized to a few areas. Both shipping and 
tourism has increased in Scandinavia and Iceland, while oil, gas and mineral extraction have 
mainly increased in western Russia. Given the large regional economic differences between the 
remote Arctic areas and the Eurasian Arctic, the implication for local socio-ecological dynamics
need to be analyzed separately for each regions. We need to work further with sustainable 
criteria for tourism in Scandinavia/Iceland to avoid adverse impacts on nature and communities.
In western Russia responsible resource development is most relevant, including community 
benefits that could mitigate local impacts. In western Arctic, food import and urbanization are 
key broad-scale drivers of decline in harvest, while commercialization of wild food has 
increased harvest in specific locations. Such broad-scale drivers need to be understood when 
comparing SES across countries.

 


